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Heavy snowfalls in Athens  (226)
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TOPSHOT - A snowman is pictured with the Parthenon temple atop the Athenian Acropolis hill in the background during heavy snowfalls in Athens on February 16, 2021. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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TOPSHOT - A person stands in front of the Parthenon temple atop the Athenian Acropolis hill during heavy snowfalls in Athens on February 16, 2021. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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TOPSHOT - A snowman is pictured in front of the Parthenon temple atop the Athenian Acropolis hill during heavy snowfalls in Athens on February 16, 2021. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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TOPSHOT - A man rides a motorcycle in central Athens during a rare heavy snowfall in the city on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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TOPSHOT - People walk near the snow covered Pnyx hill  during  heavy snowfall over Athens, on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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TOPSHOT - A man walks past Roman Agora during heavy snowfall over Athens, on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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The ancient Parthenon temple on the Acropolis hill is illuminated during a snowfall in central Athens , early Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2021. A cold weather front has hit Greece, sending temperatures plunging from the low 20s degrees Celsius (around 70 Fahrenheit) on Friday to well below freezing on Monday, and seeing snowfall in central Athens. (AP Photo/Petros Giannakouris)
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Snow covers a tree in central Athens with the ancient Parthenon temple on the Acropolis hill seen in the background, early Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2021. A cold weather front has hit Greece, sending temperatures plunging from the low 20s degrees Celsius (around 70 Fahrenheit) on Friday to well below freezing on Monday, and seeing snowfall in central Athens. (AP Photo/Petros Giannakouris)
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The ancient Parthenon temple on the Acropolis hill is illuminated during a snowfall in central Athens , early Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2021. A cold weather front has hit Greece, sending temperatures plunging from the low 20s degrees Celsius (around 70 Fahrenheit) on Friday to well below freezing on Monday, and seeing snowfall in central Athens. (AP Photo/Petros Giannakouris)
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Snow covers a tree in central Athens with the ancient Parthenon temple on the Acropolis hill seen in the background , early Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2021. A cold weather front has hit Greece, sending temperatures plunging from the low 20s degrees Celsius (around 70 Fahrenheit) on Friday to well below freezing on Monday, and seeing snowfall in central Athens. (AP Photo/Petros Giannakouris)
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The ancient Parthenon temple on the Acropolis hill is illuminated during a snowfall in central Athens , early Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2021. A cold weather front has hit Greece, sending temperatures plunging from the low 20s degrees Celsius (around 70 Fahrenheit) on Friday to well below freezing on Monday, and seeing snowfall in central Athens. (AP Photo/Petros Giannakouris)
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Snow falls in front of the Greek parliament in Athens, Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2021. A cold weather front has hit Greece, sending temperatures plunging from the low 20s Celsius (around 70 Fahrenheit) on Friday to well below freezing on Tuesday, and heavy snowfall in central Athens. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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People take photographs as snow falls in front of the Greek parliament in Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. A cold weather front has hit Greece, sending temperatures plunging from the low 20s Celsius (around 70 Fahrenheit) on Friday to well below freezing on Tuesday, and heavy snowfall in central Athens. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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Soldiers help a member of the Presidential Guard, known as Evzonas, during the changing of the guard as snow falls at the tomb of the Unknown Soldier in Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. A cold weather front has hit Greece, sending temperatures plunging from the low 20s Celsius (around 70 Fahrenheit) on Friday to well below freezing on Tuesday, and heavy snowfall in central Athens. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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Pedestrians walk at the snow covered Syntagma square in central Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. A cold weather front has hit Greece, sending temperatures plunging from the low 20s Celsius (around 70 Fahrenheit) on Friday to well below freezing on Tuesday, and heavy snowfall in central Athens. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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Pedestrians walk at the snow covered Syntagma square in central Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. A cold weather front has hit Greece, sending temperatures plunging from the low 20s Celsius (around 70 Fahrenheit) on Friday to well below freezing on Tuesday, and heavy snowfall in central Athens. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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Pedestrians walk at the snow covered Syntagma square in central Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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A soldier helps a member of the Presidential Guard, known as Evzonas, during the changing of the guard as snow falls at the tomb of the Unknown Soldier in Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. A cold weather front has hit Greece, sending temperatures plunging from the low 20s Celsius (around 70 Fahrenheit) on Friday to well below freezing on Tuesday, and heavy snowfall in central Athens. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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Snow covers the National Garden in central Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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Snow covers the ancient Acropolis hill in Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (Antonis Nikolopoulos/Eurokinissi via AP)
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A soldier puts a coat to a member of the Presidential Guard, known as Evzonas, during a heavy snowfall in central Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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A stray dos passes in front of the snow covered Greek Parliament during a heavy snowfall in Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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A man clears the snow covered tomb of the Unknown Soldier as a Presidential guard, known as Evzonas, stands guard during a heavy snowfall in Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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A worker drives a snowplough in front of the snow covered National Garden during a heavy snowfall in central Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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A man tries to drive his moped in front of the snow covered Greek Parliament during a heavy snowfall in central Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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A man holds an umbrella during a heavy snowfall at Syntagma square in central Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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A snowplough cleans a main avenue at Syntagma square during a heavy snowfall in central Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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A man walks during a heavy snowfall in central Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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Drivers pass with their vehicles outside the National Garden during a heavy snowfall in central Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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Snow covers the ancient temple of Zeus in Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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Snow covers the steps of Syntagma square in central Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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Pedestrians walk outside the snow covered National Garden in central Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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A woman sits on a snow-covered bench in front of the Parthenon temple, in Athens, Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Petros Giannakouris)
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A man skis on snowy Pnyx hill in front the ancient Acropolis hill, near the ruins of the fifth century BC Parthenon temple, in Athens, Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Petros Giannakouris)
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A man walks with his dog at the snowy Pnyx hill in Athens, on Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Petros Giannakouris)
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A man and children play in the snow as they walk in front of the ancient Parthenon temple in Athens, on Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Petros Giannakouris)
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A man walks in Filopapos hill as snow falls in Athens, on Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2021.  Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Petros Giannakouris)
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Pedestrians walk in front of the ancient Parthenon temple as snow falls in Athens, on Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Petros Giannakouris)
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A snow man wearing a face mask stands on a car in Athens, on Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Petros Giannakouris)
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People walk in a street of Petralona neighborhood of Athens as snow falls on Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Petros Giannakouris)
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A man walks at Filopapos hill as snow falls, with the ancient Acropolis hill and the Parthenon temple, in background, Athens, on Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Petros Giannakouris)
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People have a snowball fight in front of the ancient Acropolis hill with the Parthenon temple, in Athens, on Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Petros Giannakouris)
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People walk past the snowy ancient Filopapos Monument, in Athens, on Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Petros Giannakouris)
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People stand on Filopapos hill as snow falls with the ancient Acropolis hill and the Parthenon temple, in background, Athens, on Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Petros Giannakouris)
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A young man runs behind a snowman at Filopapos hill during a snowfall in Athens, on Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Petros Giannakouris)
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People enjoy the snow at filopapos hill in front the ancient Acropolis hill, with the ruins of the fifth century BC Parthenon temple, in Athens, onTuesday, Feb. 16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Petros Giannakouris)
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People walk on the snow covered beach of Edem in Paleo Faliro suburb, in Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. Heavy snowfall has blanketed the Acropolis and other ancient monuments in Athens and halted COVID-19 vaccinations in the Greek capital Tuesday as many services across the country were brought to a standstill. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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People walk on the snow covered beach of Edem in Paleo Faliro suburb, in Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. Heavy snowfall has blanketed the Acropolis and other ancient monuments in Athens and halted COVID-19 vaccinations in the Greek capital Tuesday as many services across the country were brought to a standstill. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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A winter swimmer dries himself with a towel as a man used an umbrella to take cover from a heavy snowfall at Edem beach, in Paleo Faliro suburb, southern Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. Heavy snowfall has blanketed the Acropolis and other ancient monuments in Athens and halted COVID-19 vaccinations in the Greek capital Tuesday as many services across the country were brought to a standstill. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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People play on the snow covered beach of Edem in Paleo Faliro suburb, southern Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. Heavy snowfall has blanketed the Acropolis and other ancient monuments in Athens and halted COVID-19 vaccinations in the Greek capital Tuesday as many services across the country were brought to a standstill. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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People play on the snow covered beach of Flisvos in Paleo Faliro suburb, southern Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. Heavy snowfall has blanketed the Acropolis and other ancient monuments in Athens and halted COVID-19 vaccinations in the Greek capital Tuesday as many services across the country were brought to a standstill. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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A man uses an umbrella to take cover from a heavy snowfall at Edem beach, in Paleo Faliro suburb, southern Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. Heavy snowfall has blanketed the Acropolis and other ancient monuments in Athens and halted COVID-19 vaccinations in the Greek capital Tuesday as many services across the country were brought to a standstill. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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A winter swimmer drinks water as people take photographs the snowfall at Edem beach, in Paleo Faliro suburb, southern Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. Heavy snowfall has blanketed the Acropolis and other ancient monuments in Athens and halted COVID-19 vaccinations in the Greek capital Tuesday as many services across the country were brought to a standstill. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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People walk on the snow covered beach of Edem in Paleo Faliro suburb, in Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. Heavy snowfall has blanketed the Acropolis and other ancient monuments in Athens and halted COVID-19 vaccinations in the Greek capital Tuesday as many services across the country were brought to a standstill. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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People enjoy the snowfall at Flisvos beach, in Paleo Faliro suburb, southern Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. Heavy snowfall has blanketed the Acropolis and other ancient monuments in Athens and halted COVID-19 vaccinations in the Greek capital Tuesday as many services across the country were brought to a standstill. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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A family enjoy the snowfall at Flisvos beach, in Paleo Faliro suburb, southern Athens, Tuesday, Feb.16, 2021. Heavy snowfall has blanketed the Acropolis and other ancient monuments in Athens and halted COVID-19 vaccinations in the Greek capital Tuesday as many services across the country were brought to a standstill. (AP Photo/Thanassis Stavrakis)
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A woman makes her way at Filopapos hill in Athens, on Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Petros Giannakouris)
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People walk in a snowy hill in Acropolis in Athens, on Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Petros Giannakouris)
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People take pictures in front of the ancient Acropolis hill with the Parthenon temple, in Athens, on Tuesday, Feb. 16, 2021. Unusually heavy snowfall has blanketed central Athens, with authorities warning residents particularly in the Greek capital's northern and eastern suburbs to avoid leaving their homes. (AP Photo/Petros Giannakouris)
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The Parthenon temple atop the Athenian Acropolis hill is pictured during heavy snowfalls in Athens on February 16, 2021. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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The Parthenon temple atop the Athenian Acropolis hill is pictured during heavy snowfalls in Athens on February 16, 2021. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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A snowman is pictured with the Parthenon temple atop the Athenian Acropolis hill in the background during heavy snowfalls in Athens on February 16, 2021. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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A man with childrens walk in front of the Parthenon temple atop the Athenian Acropolis hill during heavy snowfalls in Athens on February 16, 2021. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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A woman walks past the Parthenon temple atop the Athenian Acropolis hill during heavy snowfalls in Athens on February 16, 2021. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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People walks in the snow in front of the Parthenon temple atop the Athenian Acropolis hill during heavy snowfalls in Athens on February 16, 2021. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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The Parthenon temple atop the Athenian Acropolis hill is pictured during heavy snowfalls in Athens on February 16, 2021. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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The Parthenon temple atop the Athenian Acropolis hill is pictured during heavy snowfalls in Athens on February 16, 2021. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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The Parthenon temple atop the Athenian Acropolis hill is pictured during heavy snowfalls in Athens on February 16, 2021. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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People play with snow balls in front of the Parthenon temple atop the Athenian Acropolis hill during heavy snowfalls in Athens on February 16, 2021. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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People play with snow balls in front of the Parthenon temple atop the Athenian Acropolis hill during heavy snowfalls in Athens on February 16, 2021. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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A person walks past the Filopappou monument erected by an ancient Roman citizen of Athens, during heavy snowfalls in Athens on February 16, 2021. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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A woman stands in front of the Parthenon temple atop the Athenian Acropolis hill during heavy snowfalls in Athens on February 16, 2021. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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A person stands in front of the Parthenon temple atop the Athenian Acropolis hill during heavy snowfalls in Athens on February 16, 2021. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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A person walks in the snow on the Filopappou ( Philopappou ) hill, during heavy snowfalls in Athens on February 16, 2021. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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A woman walks past the Parthenon temple atop the Athenian Acropolis hill during heavy snowfalls in Athens on February 16, 2021. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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People play with snow balls in front of the Parthenon temple atop the Athenian Acropolis hill during heavy snowfalls in Athens on February 16, 2021. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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People walks in the snow in front of the Parthenon temple atop the Athenian Acropolis hill during heavy snowfalls in Athens on February 16, 2021. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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The Parthenon temple atop the Athenian Acropolis hill is pictured during heavy snowfalls in Athens on February 16, 2021. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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A snowman is pictured in front of the Parthenon temple atop the Athenian Acropolis hill during heavy snowfalls in Athens on February 16, 2021. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP)
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A man rides a motorcycle in central Athens during a rare heavy snowfall in the city on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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A man walks his dogs at Monastiraki square in central Athens during a rare heavy snowfall in the city on February 16, 2021 - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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A man makes his way through Monastiraki square in central Athens during a rare heavy snowfall in the city on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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A man makes his way near the Roman Agora in central Athens during a rare heavy snowfall in the city on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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A woman rides a bicycle in Plaka area of central Athens during a rare heavy  snowfall in the city on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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A view of snow-covered Athens and the Temp[le of Hephaestus taken from Plaka area in central Athens during a rare heavy snowfall in the city on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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A man takes a selfie with snow-covered Athens and the Temple of Hephaestus taken from Plaka area in central Athens during a rare heavy snowfall in the city on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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A man looks at snow-covered central Athens during a rare heavy snowfall in the city on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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A man walks near the entrance of the Acropolis in central Athens during a rare heavy snowfall in the city on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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People make their way at the Aeoropagus Hill in central Athens during a rare heavy snowfall in the city on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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A family walks at the snow-covered central Athens hill during a rare heavy  snowfall in the city on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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A man pushes his bicycle at the snow-covered central Athens hill during a rare heavy snowfall in the city on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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A man walks past the Athens Academy during a rare heavy snowfall in the city of Athens on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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A man walks through central Athens during a rare heavy snowfall in the city on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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A Greek Evzoni Presidental Guard stands by the Monument of Unknown soldier in central Athens during a rare heavy snowfall in the city on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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A Greek Evzoni Presidental Guard stands by the Monument of Unknown soldier in central Athens during a rare heavy snowfall in the city on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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Inhabitants play in the snow with the Athenian Acropolis in the background during a rare heavy snowfall in the city of Athens on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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A woman makes her way through Pnyx hill in Athens overlooking the snow-covered Acropolis  during a rare heavy snowfall in the city of Athens on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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A woman walks past Hadrian's Library in Athens during a rare heavy snowfall in the city of Athens on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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People walk near the snow covered Pnyx hill  during  heavy snowfall over Athens, on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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People walk near the snow covered Pnyx hill  during  heavy snowfall over Athens, on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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A man crosses a snow-covered street during  heavy snowfall over Athens, on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by Angelos Tzortzinis / AFP)
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A woman crosses a snow-covered street during  heavy snowfall over Athens, on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by Angelos Tzortzinis / AFP)
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People walk under snow fall in Athens, on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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People walk under snow fall in Athens, on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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A table and chairs are covered with snow at a balcony in Athens, on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by Angelos Tzortzinis / AFP)
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A picture shows the snow-covered acropolis during a heavy snow fall over Athens, on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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A man walks past Roman Agora during heavy snowfall over Athens, on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by LOUISA GOULIAMAKI / AFP)
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TOPSHOT - In this aerial photograph the ancient Acropolis is coverd by snow during a rare heavy snowfall in the city of Athens on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by Antonis NIKOLOPOULOS / Eurokinissi / AFP)
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In this aerial photograph the ancient temple of Zeus is covered by snow during a rare heavy snowfall in the city of Athens on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by Antonis NIKOLOPOULOS / Eurokinissi / AFP)
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ALTERNATIVE CROP VERSION - A person stands in front of the Parthenon temple atop the Athenian Acropolis hill during heavy snowfalls in Athens on February 16, 2021. (Photo by ARIS MESSINIS / AFP) / ALTERNATIVE CROP VERSION
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This picture shows the hill of Lycabettus during a rare heavy snowfall in the city of Athens on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by Angelos Tzortzinis / AFP)
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This picture shows the hill of Lycabettus as people are seem on the top during a rare heavy snowfall in the city of Athens on February 16, 2021. - Greece's weather agency said the "low temperatures, ice and snowfall" would continue on February 16, with the civil protection agency recommending that people avoid travel. (Photo by Angelos Tzortzinis / AFP)
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Pierre Berthuel / Le Pictorium -  Snow fall in Athens -  16/02/2021  -  Greece / Attica / Athens  -  The city of Athens is covered by snow.
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Pierre Berthuel / Le Pictorium -  Snow fall in Athens -  16/02/2021  -  Greece / Attica / Athens  -  The city of Athens is covered by snow.
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Pierre Berthuel / Le Pictorium -  Snow fall in Athens -  16/02/2021  -  Greece / Attica / Athens  -  The city of Athens is covered by snow.
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Pierre Berthuel / Le Pictorium -  Snow fall in Athens -  16/02/2021  -  Greece / Attica / Athens  -  The city of Athens is covered by snow.
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Pierre Berthuel / Le Pictorium -  Snow fall in Athens -  16/02/2021  -  Greece / Attica / Athens  -  The city of Athens is covered by snow.
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Pierre Berthuel / Le Pictorium -  Snow fall in Athens -  16/02/2021  -  Greece / Attica / Athens  -  The city of Athens is covered by snow.
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Pierre Berthuel / Le Pictorium -  Snow fall in Athens -  16/02/2021  -  Greece / Attica / Athens  -  The city of Athens is covered by snow.
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Pierre Berthuel / Le Pictorium -  Snow fall in Athens -  16/02/2021  -  Greece / Attica / Athens  -  The city of Athens is covered by snow.
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Pierre Berthuel / Le Pictorium -  Snow fall in Athens -  16/02/2021  -  Greece / Attica / Athens  -  The city of Athens is covered by snow.
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Pierre Berthuel / Le Pictorium -  Snow fall in Athens -  16/02/2021  -  Greece / Attica / Athens  -  The city of Athens is covered by snow.
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Pierre Berthuel / Le Pictorium -  Snow fall in Athens -  16/02/2021  -  Greece / Attica / Athens  -  The city of Athens is covered by snow.
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Pierre Berthuel / Le Pictorium -  Snow fall in Athens -  16/02/2021  -  Greece / Attica / Athens  -  The city of Athens is covered by snow.
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Pierre Berthuel / Le Pictorium -  Snow fall in Athens -  16/02/2021  -  Greece / Attica / Athens  -  The city of Athens is covered by snow.
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Pierre Berthuel / Le Pictorium -  Snow fall in Athens -  16/02/2021  -  Greece / Attica / Athens  -  The city of Athens is covered by snow.
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Pierre Berthuel / Le Pictorium -  Snow fall in Athens -  16/02/2021  -  Greece / Attica / Athens  -  The city of Athens is covered by snow.
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Pierre Berthuel / Le Pictorium -  Snow fall in Athens -  16/02/2021  -  Greece / Attica / Athens  -  The city of Athens is covered by snow.
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